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Show Reel shot descriptions:

Logan
Senior CFX Technical Director
Built Digital double dynamics asset rigs for Logan ,Laura, and X-24, including stuntman and damage state 
variations. Simulated cloth, hair, and accesories for shot work. 
Muscle sculpting and tracking for matchmoving of CG wounds and damage. 
Simulations using Qualoth and nCloth.

Jurassic World
Senior CFX Technical Director
Simlulated muscle jiggle, and skin slide simulations using nCloth.
Sculpted and animated tendon and muscle firing blendshapes.
Shot running including finalling fixes for raptors and harness interactions. 

Final Fantasy 15: Kingsglaive 
Lead CFX Technical Director
Responsible for bidding shots, managing and training a team of 10 shot artists , fixing any pipeline issues and 
maintaining rigs through the production. Built over a dozen dynmaic asset rigs for costumes , hair , and all 
secondary dynamic accesories (chains, jewelry, weapons, etc)
Additional nHair simulations for hair accessories such as beads , ribbons, and hair bows. 
Proprietary software for instancing and deforming yeti hair grooms.
Costumes simulated using Qualoth and ncloth 

Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them
Senior CFX Technical Director
Cloth rig asset build for digital double torso. To allow swap from CG cloth/tentacle interaction to live action 
plate. Assisted running Graphorn muscle simulation shots. Built dynamic nHair rig asset build for fwooper. 
Proprietary software for feather instancing. 

Game of Thrones: Season 6 and 7
Senior CFX Technical Director
Setup of dynamic wing membrane rig for Drogon asset. Cloth simulations and asset builds for daneris digital 
double and soldiers. Wrote python module for Procedural nhair builds for company rigging system.

Point Break (2015)
Senior CFX Technical Director
Yeti hair simulation and cleanup for Bodhi and Utah head replacements. 

Paddington 
Senior CFX Technical Director
Using framestore proprietary software for skin / jiggle/ fur dynamics  
Shot artist for clothing , fur, and hair simulations and shot finalling. 
Maintain and track groom states for windy/wet/dirty shots. 
Modeled and simulated prop interactions and collision objects. 
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Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows 1 & 2 
Lead CFX Technical Director
Setup cloth department workflow and pipeline for the Dementors. Responsible for cloth rig asset build and 
department tools, updating, and maintenance. Other responsibilities included: artistic direction, scheduling, and
troubleshooting simulation/pipeline issues for other department members. 
Created flying dementor looping cloth cycle for instancing with proprietary Houdini crowd system.
Also assisted with Houdini fx elements.


